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LIP seeks funding to act on exploding VoIP market

Swedish based LIP, Lund IP Products, announces its first serious round of funding with 
GP Bullhound, one of UK’s leading independent and most successful investment banks in 
the technology sector, acting as its financial advisor. 

“We believe that  a  window of  opportunity  exists  for  a  Scandinavian ODM to  capture a 
significant portion of the Mobile VoIP handset market”, says Lena Wittbjer, LIP CEO. “Our 
decision to work with GP Bullhound is based on their excellent track record and in-depth 
understanding  of  the  communications  markets  globally,  together  with  their  geographical 
presence in the heart of the European and North American financial markets”.

LIP is seeking $ 15m to further develop its existing product lines and to support current 
customers, among them Florida based xG Technology.  LIP is also planning to launch a mobile 
VoIP multimedia device in 2007, and to ramp up the engineering, support, sales and marketing 
functions. 

An increased capital base enables LIP to act quickly on a market set to explode where 
traditional handset OEM’s are discouraged by GSM operators to innovate in zero-cost call 
solutions. Meanwhile companies like Google and Skype are gaining traction with VoIP services 
that will be even more attractive when mobile. Other potential LIP customers include VoIP 
service providers and MVNOs (Mobile Virtual Network Operators)
 
For more information, please contact:

LIP
Lena Wittbjer, CEO: lena.wittbjer@lip-wifi.com, +46 46 590 0300

GP Bullhound
Hugh Campbell, Managing Partner: hugh.campbell@gpbullhound.com, +44 7733 123 986

LIP, Lund IP Products AB, designs, manufactures and distributes mobiles for internet telephony. LIP 
was founded in 2006 as a product company of Lundinova AB. LIP is run by a team of experts with track 
records of entrepreneurship and management within the telecom industry. Based in the Swedish city of 
Lund, the company partners with distributors and operators in the global telecom business. Designed in 
Lund – made for the World

GP Bullhound was established in 1999, and is a research centric investment bank focused on providing  
fundraising and mergers & acquisition advice to public and private companies in the technology sector.  
With teams in London and Palo Alto, GP Bullhound is recognized as one of the leading independent  
advisory teams focused on the technology sector in Europe. GP Bullhound is authorized and regulated 
by the Financial Services Authority.
www.gpbullhound.com
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